Trust and reputation systems for virtual communities are gaining increasing research attention. These systems track members' activities and obtain their reputation to improve the quality of member interactions and reduce the effect of fraudulent members. As virtual communities become a central playground for internet users, the reputation a member gains within a community may be viewed as a social credential. These credentials can serve the user as a means for promoting her status in new communities on one hand, and on the other hand assist virtual communities to broaden their knowledge about users with relatively low activity volume. The Cross-Community Reputation (CCR) model was designed for sharing reputation knowledge across communities. The model identifies the fundamental terms that are required for a meaningful sharing of reputation information between communities and proposes methods to make that information sharing feasible within the boundaries of users' and communities' policies. This paper presents the CR model and draws the architecture guidelines for designing an infrastructure to support it. The proposed model is evaluated by using a sample of real-world users' ratings as well as by conducting a dedicated experiment with real users. The results of the experimental evaluation demonstrate the effectiveness of the CCR model in various aspects.
Introduction
Some knowledge of how people in a small virtual community behave will help prevent vertigo and give you tools for comparison when we zoom out to the larger metropolitan areas of cyberspace. Some aspects of life in a small community have to be abandoned when you move to an online metropolis; the fundamentals of human nature, however, always scale up.
-Howard Rheingold, The Virtual Community, 1993
Virtual communities gather people around some common goal or shared interest. Among these one can find collaborative workgroups, illness support groups, professional consulting, intellectual discussion groups etc. These communities may be commercial or non-profitable, private or public and people may participate using their realworld identity or under disguise. Online communities and personal social networks often use reputation systems to establish trust between community members [1] , [3] , [7] , [12] - [13] . For example, in an online marketplace a highly rated seller is more trustworthy than others with no or rather low online reputation. In a personal social network, e.g. LinkedIn (Site 1), community members are able to promote each other by writing personal comments about a colleague or business partner. This could promote getting an attractive job offer or further important contacts. As a result, reputation is a valuable asset for the community members.
The key objective of Reputation systems is to obtain and maintain measures of trust between members of a community based on their behavior during community activities. Trust and reputation models may differ in how they define the terms trust and reputation, in their assumptions on how the system obtains data on trust relationships, and in the algorithms they use to compute trust and reputation. Without being committed to specific definitions of trust and of reputation we define for the sake of this discussion that trust is a one to one relationship between two entities (e.g. users, agents) while reputation is a many to one relationship inferred by aggregation, from a group of entities that are the relying party to a single entity that is the trusted party.
Considering reputation information as part of a user's identity makes it both a sensitive and a desired data for communities to share. At the same time, a reputation that a user has gained at some point in time can leverage her state in new communities. Exchange of such reputation is a valuable resource both for the users and for the communities. Cross-Community Reputation (CCR) can be achieved by sharing and combining reputation data from different communities [6] , [17] . The main advantages of CCR are:
• Leverage reputation data from multiple communities in order to produce more accurate recommendations. This is especially important when users are active in several communities and may receive different valuations in those communities.
• Accumulate Reputation -A user does not necessarily have to build reputation from scratch when joining a new community.
• Enable users to maintain (either global or community-specific) offline reputation certificates. This is known as reputation capital [15] .
• Boost new virtual communities by importing reputation data from related communities.
• Facilitate business cooperation between communities of similar domain.
The task of computing CCR is far from trivial. Each community has its own way of perceiving reputation and computing it and may include different factors in its reputation mechanism. In order to compare between different mechanisms we refer to the following basic properties of trust relations as proposed in [14] : Measure -the value domain of the reputation score; Trust context -the context to which a reputation score is assigned; Certainty -a measure expressing the level of confidence a community has in the firmness of the reputation level. These properties are the foundations of our model. Dealing with the conceptual complexity of CCR is a major goal of the present paper.
The issue of transferring reputation data between agents was studied by several researchers. The use of a common ontology in order to exchange reputation between agents is proposed in [18] . Several preliminary ideas for translating recommendations are proposed in [4] . Realizing that reputation is a valuable resource for both the users and the communities lead several researchers to study the idea of cross-community reputation [6] , [17] .
A number of papers on Trust and Reputation discuss aspects important for cross-community reputation. The problem of uncertainty and confidence in computing reputation is discussed in [12] , [20] . The Beta reputation model [12] presents a formal framework for computing the uncertainty in a single community case. The problem of providing privacy while transferring reputation from one community to another was investigated in [17] . Lee and Yu [16] introduce the idea of a composite model of trust that allows the composition of both reputation data (horizontal trust)
In addition to the CCR model this paper proposes an infrastructure for computing and exchanging Trust and Reputation In virtual Communities (TRIC). TRIC stands for an implementation project of the proposed architecture (see also [5] ). In its core TRIC consists of two fundamental computational models -one for the internal reputation within each community and one for the sharing of reputation knowledge across communities. TRIC can use any Trust and Reputation (T&R) model for the computation of the internal reputation within each of the communities (e.g. [1] , [3] , [12] - [13] ). In the current version of TRIC we assume the use of the Knot model [7] for computing the internal reputation, but this does not limit the generality of the architecture.
TRIC uses the CCR model (section 3) for the computation of shared reputation knowledge across different communities. The CCR model supports the transfer and matching of reputation from heterogeneous sources that use different computation and scaling mechanisms for obtaining reputation.
Internet users may join several communities acting around their area of interest or expertise. Community users may use their real-world identity or some virtual identity provided by an identity provider, e.g. MyOpenID (Site 5). In some cases these users keep their identity hidden, while in other cases they use the same identity for several communities. Usually communities have no information of their users beyond the context of the community. Interesting information with this respect may be a user's true identity, the other communities she is active in, etc. Consequently, an important issue in TRIC is the users identity management, especially in supporting their anonymity and privacy.
The major contributions of the TRIC framework for enabling CCR are:
• Presenting a general and modular architecture for supporting Trust and Reputation in and across multiple communities. The architecture can support any T&R mechanism and a most general CCR model.
• Supporting anonymity and privacy of users as a main goal of the architectural design.
• Supporting standard identity management and authorization services, thus enabling the migration of the technology to real products.
• Identifying the design issues required for a highly reliable and scalable system.
In addition to presenting the CCR model and the TRIC infrastructure, an important contribution of this paper is a detailed experimental evaluation that demonstrates the effectiveness of CCR using real data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the TRIC project. Section 3 presents a detailed description of the CCR model and is followed by a step-by-step example of the CCR computation process (section 4). The TRIC framework along with its implementation issues are detailed in sections 5 and 6, respectively. The experimental evaluation of the CCR model is given in section 7 and section 8 concludes the paper.
The Scope of TRIC
When discussing TRIC in the context of virtual communities we consider four layers: end-user client (community member), application layer (community), TRIC client, and TRIC Server. These layers are illustrated in Figure 1 .
Figure 1: TRIC in the Context of Virtual Communities
• End-user client refers to the software application, which enables a user to display and interact with text, images, videos, music and other information located on the application layer, e.g. a web-browser based client.
• Application layer refers to the different applications (communities), where each application exposes its own graphic web pages, and its specific (and probably different from others') functionality.
• Community layer (TRIC Client) provides the application with the necessary functionality required to manage a community. Specifically in the scope of the TRIC project, this module includes the interfaces to TRIC Services (T&R Services and CCR services) and is embedded in the communities' application logic.
• TRIC Server is the infrastructure that provides the communities with T&R and CCR services.
A TRIC operator manages an instance of the TRIC infrastructure and may provide CCR services to orbiting communities. The TRIC operator provides the registered communities with a TRIC client for both the CCR services and the T&R services (for computing internal reputation within the community). Once a community is registered to TRIC it uses a TRIC client to interface with the TRIC server. A Community should have the ability to determine the reputation of its users within the community. It may have its own T&R system for doing so or it can use the T&R services offered by TRIC.
A very important motivation for the current design of TRIC is the support of unlinkability (see section 6.1). One may consider a completely distributed architecture in which communities communicate directly with other communities; however such architecture cannot support unlinkability, since the common identification must be known to all participating communities. In addition no central identity management by a trusted provider which may be desired by users can be supported, and of-course no centralized monitoring which can be helpful for detecting misbehaving users can be supported.
The CCR computation process [8] begins when a requesting community that wishes to receive CCR data regarding one of its users, sends a request to relevant responding communities (either directly or through a trusted third party, TRIC in our case). Communities that have reputation data of the user and are willing to share the information, reply with the relevant reputation data. The received data is assembled into an object containing the CCR data of the user in the context of the requesting community. This process is illustrated in Figure 2 : (1): A requesting community sends TRIC a request for the CCR of a community member; (2): TRIC compiles a request and (3) submits it to all potential responding communities; (4): Responding communities submit a reputation object of the member at subject; (5): TRIC processes all reputation objects and compiles a CCR object; (6): TRIC sends the CCR object to the requesting community.
The CCR Model
The assumed scenario is of a user active in several communities that maintain her internal reputation. The communities are willing to share reputation data as well as some other community related meta-features in order to enable a precise and reliable computation of CCR.
The CCR Model consists of three major stages -preconditions, conversion of reputation values and attribute mapping. These stages must be performed for each pair of communities that wish to enable CCR between them. While the first stage is performed only rarely, the stages of conversion of reputation and attribute mapping take place in every request for CCR. Additionally, reputation data privacy issues are controlled through policies defined by both the user whose CCR we seek, and the community that applies for her CCR. We define the major actors and entities in our model as follows:
CCR service -a service provided by a third party to enable sharing of reputation information between communities.
Communities -a community ∈ CCRcom is a community registered for the CCR service that uses some trust and reputation model to evaluate its users' reputation internally. User -a user ∈ Users is a participant in one or more communities in CCRcom, registered for the CCR service. CCR Request -A request issued by a community for the CCR value of one of its users.
Requesting Community -A community ∈ CCRcom that initiates a request for the CCR of one of its users.
Responding Community -A community ∈ CCRcom capable of providing a reputation value for any of its users, in response for a CCR request.
Any community may act as a requesting community in some CCR requests, and as a responding community in others.
Enabling Preconditions
The cross-community reputation model enables communities to anonymously participate and share information with other communities. Inherent with the benefits of having a wider reputation base, there is a risk of getting inadequate information from communities that are not compatible or relevant for some reason. To minimize this risk we maintain confidence values that express the level of trust each community has in another. The confidence value is a unique value inferred from the nature of the two communities and statistical information collected on past CCR computations. Explicit assertions may be viewed as a mean to create "black lists" of communities perceived as incompatible on any grounds (e.g. ethical, political) and "white lists" of communities that are considered valuable (e.g. professional, popular). Therefore, explicit assertions are either used to block some reputation inputs or to enforce the use of other reputation inputs regardless of any computational result. Explicit assertions can be edited either manually by an administrator or automatically according to statistical information pointing out the significance of one community as a source of reputation for another community.
For each community A ∈ CCRcom there is a set of assertions (possibly an empty set) denoted by ExpAssertions(A)
of explicit confidence statements that may be provided regarding any other community Bi ∈ CCRcom:
Being the subject of a CCR request, a user can also define a set of explicit assertions with respect to some communities. In this case the two sets are unified.
Community Category Matching.
A community may belong to one or more categories representing aspects of its activity. Communities belonging to the same category are more likely to rely on reputations they exchange, assuming the motivation and user ranking criteria they use are similar. A simple approach for community categories matching is to characterize them by keywords. The characterization of a community consists of the set of keywords that correspond best with the activities of the community. These keywords may be taken from the community's web pages meta-tags (routinely used for promoting placement in search engines).
Definition 3
Category Matching level is a value in [0..1] representing the correlation of two communities based on their categories as described by keywords.
One of the association measures commonly used in information retrieval for keywords based matching is the Dice Correlation Coefficient. Let CM be the category matching function, KW(A); KW(B) two sets of keywords representing communities A and B, then using Dice coefficient:
Other approaches for automatic community categorization and category matching level detection include algorithms for document matching based on the vector space model [21] . In these algorithms, documents are represented as vectors where each element is associated with a word in a predefined vocabulary. In the proposed model communities' web pages may provide the content of these documents (e.g. the "About" page). Each word in the vocabulary of a community vector is assigned a weight representing its importance to the community, and considering its importance within all communities in CCRcom (e.g., using the TF-IDF measure [11] ). Domain Confidence. Communities use various reputation models that may each utilize a different representation of reputation values. Cross-community reputation exchange may require conversion from one domain of values to another. However, some domains are more granular than others and provide a more precise representation that may be compromised when computed by conversion from a less precise representation. In this case the confidence in the accuracy of the converted value decreases.
Pinyol et al. [18] address this problem as part of the reputation ontology and mapping mechanism that they introduce. We adopt a relaxed version of their approach and focus on the following four domains of reputation representation: Boolean (BO), a discrete set of 5 values (DS5), a discrete set of 10 values (DS10), real numbers bounded by a predefined range of [0..1] (RE).
All four domains are considered as discrete sets while real numbers are represented using 100 possible values. They assign an uncertainty value to every possible conversion from one domain to another, reflecting the possible loss of data caused by the conversion. The computation is based on the Shannon entropy [23] of each of the considered domains. The entropy of conversion is computed by summing up all conditional entropies of a variable in the target domain given every possible value in the source domain (for details see [18] ). Using this method, a domain conversion can be carried out for any two domains of values. The four domains presented here are an example. Clearly, a community should not ignore inputs from another community based solely on reputation representation differences. On the other hand, it should be able to express the fact that these inputs are approximated.
Definition 4 Domain
Confidence is a value in [0..1] representing the extent to which one community considers the input from another community as precise, based on conversion uncertainty.
Based on conversion uncertainty we define the maximum confidence MaxC we have when accepting an input from the most general domain (BO) to the most expressive domain (RE), i.e., when the potential loss of information is the highest. Formally, we infer the domain confidence (DC) of community A in community B based on the conversion uncertainty CU(A,B) as follows: Computing Confidence Level. Explicit assertions are subjective statements that may or may not agree with the information inferred by comparing community categories or other aspects of reputation mechanisms. It may be motivated by the will to be influenced by certain communities considered prestigious or professional, as one may wish her own community to be. In our model, explicit assertions override any other information regarding the confidence of one community in another. In the absence of an explicit assertion we consider both domain confidence and category matching level when calculating the confidence of a requesting community in a responding community. We use the confidence value first to filter out communities previously identified as unreliable sources for reputation. For responding communities that passed that filter, we use the confidence of the requesting community in the responding community as a weight factor, reflecting the relative importance of the inputs provided by that community.
Conversion of Reputation Values
Due to differences in reputation representation in different communities, reputation values from responding communities must be converted to values in the requesting community's domain before they can be used. The present paper adopts the mapping approach proposed by Pinyol et al. [18] to carry out this conversion, and provide a simplified version of this approach. Mapping from one discrete set domain to another involves partitioning the more specific set to subsets. The number of subsets is determined by the cardinality of the less specific set. The mapping is then straightforward from a value that belongs to the i th subset in one domain to the i th value of the second domain and vice versa (the median of each subset may represent it for this matter).
The mapping is formalized as follows: Assume that a discrete set of n values DS n , is an ordered set of n values labeled as 0,…,n-1. Let DS m , DS n be two discrete sets of size m, n respectively m<n. Let DSS n (i), i = 0..m−1 be m disjoint ordered sub sets of the set DS n such that for any two items labeled as k, l, where k ∈ DSS n (i), l ∈ DSS n (j);
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If v ∈ DSS n (i) and minLabel(DSS n (i)),maxLabel(DSS n (i)) are the smallest and largest labels in DSS n (i) then:
The cardinality of each subset is not necessarily the same and may be subject to additional information about the domain. For example, a discrete set of 5 values {A,B,C,D,F} reflecting the ECTS grading system may be mapped to a discrete set of 100 values using the following partition: {90-100},{80-89},{70-79},{60-69},{1-59}.
Statistical Adjustment. A reputation score can be more meaningful when one knows the distribution of ratings in the community it originated from. The same reputation score can be perceived as exceptionally high or as an average popular score, under different distributions. The standard score of a variable in a given distribution indicates its location (distance from the mean) within this distribution in units of standard deviation. Adjusting a reputation value provided by a responding community to preserve its standard score ensures that the value will be equivalently positioned within the distribution of the requesting community. This adjustment is done under the assumption of normal distribution in both communities after a cross domain conversion.
Let v be a reputation value provided by a responding community B, Z(v) be the standard score of v, and σA, μA the standard deviation and mean of the ratings in community A. v is adjusted in community A as follows: (6) 
Attribute Mapping and Computation
Reputation is usually represented by more than a single value. The rating criteria used within a community to evaluate a transaction serve as the set of attributes describing the reputation. An attribute in one community may have the same meaning as an attribute in another community even if they are labeled differently. On the other hand, an attribute may be only partially (or not at all) analogous to one or more attributes used by a different community.
To obtain the relative contribution of an attribute of one community to the CCR computation of another community's attribute, a set of generic attributes is defined. Generic attributes correspond to the rating criteria commonly used by the participating communities. Each community provides a mapping of its attributes to the relevant generic attributes. This mapping specifies the generic attributes that match each of the community's attributes and the level of matching. This information along with the actual attribute scores provided by the responding communities enables the computation of the CCR attribute scores and the level of certainty one has in the firmness of each of these scores.
Definition 5
Matching Level is a number in the range [0..1] specifying the extent to which the meaning of one attribute is considered analogous to that of another attribute.
Let GenericAtt = {GAtt 1 ,…,GAtt n } be the set of generic attributes, and let {Att(A) 1 ,…,Att(A) s } be the set of attributes used in a requesting community A. For each attribute Att(A) i , i=1..s there is a mapping to each attribute in GenericAtt that it matches denoted by Att(A) i .ML(GAtt j ).
The process of computing the score and the certainty of an attribute of the requesting community has two parts. In the first, the score and the certainty of each of the relevant generic attributes are evaluated from their matching attributes in the responding communities. In the second part, the score and the certainty of the attribute at subject are evaluated from the generic attributes' scores and certainties as computed in the first part. (B i ) si } be the sets of attributes of B i ∈ Bres, the set of responding communities that passed the confidence threshold for A. Following that, Att(B i ) l .Score is the score of the inquired subject for attribute l in the responding community B i , and Att(B i ) l .Support corresponds to the number of ratings that constitute the score. The certainty and score of the generic attribute GAtt j ∈ GenericAtt with respect to Community A is given by:
To compute the score and certainty of an attribute Att(A) k for the requesting community, we use only the set of generic attributes that match it with matching level > 0 denoted by GenAtt(Att(A) k ). We assume that the domain of values of all attributes within a community is the same and aligned with the domain of the aggregated reputation value. The conversion stage described in section 3.2 must be applied to every attribute score provided by a responding community before the above computation is carried out.
Compiling CCR
A reputation object provided by a community contains in addition to the single reputation score, information related to the attributes of that community (score and certainty) and statistical information related to the reputation value (e.g. its standard score). A reputation object may also include textual comments written by users who have rated the user that is the subject of the reputation object.
A CCR object is a reputation object containing the aggregated attributes values (score and certainty) that are computed from all responding communities. It also contains a CCR single score computed from the CCR attribute values using the attributes-weights assigned by the requesting community.
Let w 1 ,..,w n be the weights that the requesting community A assigns to its reputation attributes Att 1 ,..,Att n (11) The weights used for each CCR attribute in the CCR single score computation are defined by a community. Clearly, in communities that support user defined weights to calculate internal reputation scores, the CCR single score can be computed by the community, customizing the weights to the preferences of the viewing user (see [7] ).
In addition we compute an inscrutable reputation that ignores attribute information. It is calculated as a weighted average of all single reputation scores provided by the responding communities, weighted by the confidence that the requesting community has in them: (12) where B i .ReputationScore is the reputation value provided by community B i . This score is important when there are relatively few attributes in the responding community that match the attributes of the requesting community. Unlike the CCR single score, it is insensitive to the internal representation of the responding communities' reputation scores and it does not express the weights of reputation attributes.
CCR Policies
In addition to the actual computation of CCR, communities and users are able to define their own policies with respect to the level and type of information they are willing to reveal on top of a single aggregated reputation score. Each community may define a policy in which it specifies whether it allows as a responding community, sharing of reputation attributes, the identity of the community, additional textual comments that users attach to ratings, etc. Similarly, each user may define her own policy in any community she belongs to, to be used when the community takes the role of a responding community. Specifically users and communities (and TRIC administrator) may define disclosure policies for the following:
• Explicit assertions -whether to accept reputation at all from a given community
• Source community (and reputation value) -whether to disclose the source (and local reputation value) of each responding community contributing to the CCR computation
• Reputation details -weights of attributes, date computed, textual comments, etc.
Attacks Mitigation Policies. The quality of reputation systems is measured mainly based on its ability to provide accurate reputation values. The task becomes much harder to achieve under the assumption of possibly dishonest participants. The major concern is that members of a community will attempt to manipulate the system to their own benefit. Hoffman et al. [10] investigate the subject of attacks against reputation systems, and survey existing defense mechanisms. The CCR model relies heavily on the robustness of these reputation systems. Within the TRIC infrastructure we propose a reputation system (T&RP) based on the Knot model [7] that addresses the problem of colluding members and selfish peers (within a single community). However since each community may have its own reputation system which handles attacks in different ways, the problem may be amplified when CCR is at subject. Consider for example a traitors attack [10] , in which colluding users succeed to subvert the results of one or more members in their community. The reputation of these members is transferred as an input for CCR requests. In case the attacked community is the only responding community in this scenario, the CCR results will be directly affected. However, one of the purposes of having TRIC as a trusted third party is accountability. By mining results of CCR requests and responses anonymously over time, we can identify a community that provides significantly different results. TRIC can notify the community of a possible attack. Following that, the community is expected to take action (e.g. monitoring or blocking of suspected members). In addition, in order to assure the reliability of the CCR computation, TRIC may use this information to decrease that community's weight as a responding community in the absence of an explicit assertion from the requesting communities. The penalty when using such a policy is inflicted on the community for not providing a resilient reputation system. This may be perceived as decreasing the community's reputation as a reputation-provider. The problem at the user level remains impractical to solve unless real world credentials are required for registering to TRIC. If only virtual identity is required, there is always a risk for attacks under multiple identities.
A Detailed Example
Our example is based on three well known communities that deal with hotel recommendations -TripAdvisor (Site 6), Expedia (Site 7), and Booking.com (Site 8). Following is a description of the generic attributes and the communities:
• Generic Attributes -We use a set of 6 generic attributes common for the hotel recommendations domain: Comfort, Clean, Maintenance, Staff, Extra Services (ESer), and Value.
• TripAdvisor -Rooms, Service, Value, Cleanliness, and Dining are the attributes by which a hotel is rated in TripAdvisor (TA). In order to enable CCR with TripAdvisor, a mapping from TripAdvisor's attributes to the generic attributes should be added. Some attributes can differ solely by their names making the mapping trivial, e.g., Clean (Generic) ← Cleanliness (TA) . Other attributes might have a partial correlation between them, e.g., Comfort (Generic) ← 0.9 ・ Rooms (TA) , Maintenance (Generic) ← 0.2 ・ Rooms (TA) . Extra Services can be considered as a combination of Dining and Service (ESer (Generic) ← 0.7 ・Dining (TA) + 0.3 ・Service (TA) ). TA presents the reputation scores as stars (including half-stars), so it uses a DS10 value domain.
• Expedia -The attributes used to rank the hotels in Expedia are Hotel Service (HSer), Hotel Condition (HCon), Room Cleanliness (RCle), and Room Comfort (RCom). Notice that some generic attributes may have no mapping at all from a particular community (Value in the case of Expedia). Expedia presents the reputation scores as real numbers (using one decimal place precision) ranging from 0 to 5, so it uses a DS50 value domain.
• Booking.com -The attributes used to rank the hotels in Booking.com are Staff, Services, Clean, Comfort, and Value for Money (VFM). Booking.com presents the reputation scores as real numbers ranging from 0 to 10, so it uses a RE value domain.
Let us first determine the level of confidence between each pair of communities. For clarity we simplify our example by making several assumptions. First, we assume that in all three communities, a rating of zero does not exist. Second we assume full category matching and similar reputation mechanisms except for the value domains. These assumptions are reasonable, since all of the discussed communities are websites that deal with hotel recommendations. We also assume the absence of explicit assertions.
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Sharing Reputation Across Virtual Communities Table 2 determine the level of confidence between the communities. Table 3 shows the reputation scores of the hotels in each community, while Table 4 summarizes the attribute mappings of all the communities in the example. Consider three hotels in Milan, Italy -Enterprise Hotel (H1), Brunelleschi Hotel (H2), and Ripamontidue Hotel (H3). H1 and H2 are popular hotels that appear in all three communities, while H3 can only be found in TripAdvisor and Expedia. Table 3 shows the reputation scores of the hotels in each community including their support. In these communities the same support applies to all the attributes. Table 4 summarizes the attribute mappings of all the communities in the example: Consider Expedia that requests CCR for the Enterprise Hotel. There are two communities that can respond to this request -TripAdvisor and Booking.com. In its request, Expedia needs data only for the generic attributes Att1-Att5, since it has no internal attribute that is mapped to the generic attribute Att6 (see Table 4 ).
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The computation of the CCR certainty for the generic attribute Att1 (Comfort) is as follows:
This computation incorporates the level of confidence (Conf) of the relevant responding communities, the Matching Level (ML) of each internal attribute that is mapped to Att1 (see Table 4 ), and the support (Supp of the inquired subject in the responding communities). The computed certainty is also a part of the CCR score computation, specifically its usage is in normalizing the computation:
The scores used in this computation are already converted to RE (see Formula 5) . For simplicity, we disregard the scaling of reputation scores by statistics (we assume a normal distribution in all the communities). We compute the CCR certainty and score for the rest of the relevant generic attributes in a similar manner: Using the calculated certainties and scores for the generic attributes, the corresponding data can be now computed for the internal attributes of the requesting community Expedia. First, the CCR certainty for the inner attribute (for example, Hotel service) is calculated:
The computed certainty is also a part of the CCR score computation, specifically its usage is in normalizing the computation:
We compute the CCR certainty and score for the rest of the internal attributes in a similar manner:
HCon (Expedia) .Certainty = 19.85, HCon (Expedia) .Score = 0.75 RCle (Expedia) .Certainty = 364.03, RCle (Expedia) .Score = 0.89 RCom (Expedia) .Certainty = 351.63, RCom (Expedia) .Score = 0.84
After the CCR computation is complete, a query about the Enterprise Hotel within the Expedia website can produce the output presented in Table 5 . Such an output is subject to the display and privacy policies of the website. The right column presents the result of combining the CCR scores with the local reputation of the hotel within the requesting community. This is done by adding Expedia to the list of responding communities. The CCR certainty of most of the attributes is high (over 350), especially when compared to the certainty of the inner score, which is exactly the support of Expedia (19) . Consequently, the CCR score in these attributes is the main contributor to the combined score. However, for the Hotel condition attribute the CCR certainty is relatively low (19.85), which makes the local reputation more influential in the computation of the combined Hotel condition score. 
TRIC: Architecture Framework for CCR
The TRIC framework defines the basic components and features that are required in order to enable the CCR model functions.
Figure 3: TRIC Services
At the core of the TRIC infrastructure there are three fundamental services: Registrar, T&RP (Trust and Reputation Provider) and CCRP (Cross-Community Reputation Provider). The Registrar provides registration services for both users and TRIC clients. The T&RP provides reputation computation services for obtaining users' internal (local) reputation within a community. The CCRP provides registered communities with cross-community reputation of their users. While the CCR model (section 3) is in the foundations of the CCRP module, the T&RP module implements a trust and reputation model. A trust-based reputation model is essential in the framework of TRIC. A community participating in CCR services should use a trust and reputation mechanism to obtain the reputation of its users. Though we cannot guarantee the robustness of these mechanisms, we require that they address some reliability factors such as the number of experienced events considered (support), the trustworthiness of the input providers (witnesses), the age of the information at hand, etc. Existing communities that already have their own mechanism for computing trust and reputation can continue using it. However, new established communities may choose to use the trust and reputation services provided by TRIC. Currently we use the Knot model as the underlying mechanism of TRIC T&R services. The Knot model [7] is a trust and reputation model for large-scale virtual communities, which was developed as part of the TRIC project.
In the rest of this section we provide a detailed description of the TRIC services (see Figure 3 ).
Registrar
The registrar is responsible for all aspects concerning registration and management of users and TRIC clients (communities). It also deals with authentication issues as will be further discussed in section 6.1. The major building blocks of the registrar are depicted at the bottom of Figure 4 .
A community that wishes to participate in TRIC, i.e. share reputation knowledge across communities and/or use the T&R services provided by TRIC, should explicitly register to TRIC. The Client Manager is in charge of clients' (communities) registration and management. As part of the registration process a community should provide information regarding the attributes it considers as reputation components (usually these are equivalent to the attributes used as a criteria for ranking transactions within the community). Generic attributes are maintained by the Attribute Manager. These attributes are derived from the attributes commonly used by the communities. Each community provides a mapping of its attribute in terms of the generic attributes.
As discussed in section 3.1, in order to fully utilize CCR services, a community should provide a set of categories that best characterize it. Generic keywords correspond to categories commonly used by the participating communities to describe themselves (e.g. sports, travel). These categories are either predefined by TRIC administrator or dynamically managed as an ontology within the Keyword Manager.
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Sharing Reputation Across Virtual Communities Once a community is registered to CCR services, it can only participate in CCR activities for users that have explicitly expressed their consent by registering to TRIC. A community may redirect a user to register to TRIC but the actual registration is detached from the community. The User Manager is responsible for users' registration to TRIC. Registration to TRIC requires the user to provide TRIC with an identity established by an identity provider, e.g. MyOpenID (Site 5). Next, TRIC generates a pseudonym and sends it to the community as the shared pseudonym for further communication. As part of this process the user must give her consent to share her reputation as obtained in one community with other communities she acts in.
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When a user is redirected to TRIC from another community, she only has to provide her identification details (the same ones provided when first registered to TRIC). Once again the process is completed by a TRIC-generated pseudonym for further user information exchange with this community. It is important to note that a community has no information regarding the identity that the user provides to TRIC. Correspondingly, TRIC has no information regarding the identity of the user within the community. The Identity Mapper module of the registrar manages the user's pseudonyms created for the different clients (communities). The Authenticator is in charge of authentication users with their existing identities from supported identity providers, e.g. OpenID (Site 9) providers.
Note that the result of the above design is complete unlinkability between communities [17] . This means that no community will know the identity of a user in another community, nor TRIC will know the nick-name used by a community. Nevertheless, the single identity used within TRIC enables TRIC (or a legal entity using TRIC) to follow activities of abusers across communities.
CCRP Module
The CCRP module provides cross-community reputation computation services for TRIC clients. The crosscommunity reputation represented by a CCR object is not unique for every member of TRIC. Two requesting communities may get different CCR objects for the same member even if these CCR objects were compiled based on input from the very same set of responding communities. This is due to potential differences in the confidence that the requesting communities have in each of the responding communities, in the CCR policies of the requesting communities, and in the policy of the member at subject.
The CCR Object is composed of the CCR final score and may additionally include a drill down view of the reputation components. If no restrictions are imposed, the CCR object contains information regarding the responding communities, the reputation objects received by each community including the values of each reputation attribute and possibly textual comments. However, this information is subject to the consent of both the member being the CCR subject and the responding communities.
The CCRP Module collects all information required for the CCR calculation, processes this information, and generates the CCR object. The major building blocks of the CCRP module are shown at the top left side of Figure 4 .
The CCR Engine compiles the CCR object as described in section 3. It performs the final computation of the CCR attributes, calculates the CCR aggregated score, and produces other information as permitted by the CCR policies. The other components of the CCRP provide the CCR engine with the input required. Figure 4 is a logical group of components that are responsible for collecting and processing data and provide the engine with the information required to conduct the CCR computation. It consists of the Confidence Agent, Matching Agent and Policy Agent, each responsible for a specific aspect of the CCR computation.
The Confidence Agent is responsible for updating explicit information from communities/users regarding their confidence in specific communities. This component is also responsible for computing the confidence level of one community in another community based on information provided by the Matching Agent. The Matching Agent is in charge of three major functionalities:
• Compute the extent to which one community matches another community based on information gathered from communities regarding their fields of interest (categories) and the domain of their reputation values (e.g. boolean, real)
• Convert reputation values from one domain to another and scale reputation values based on statistical information
• Map the attributes of one community to the corresponding reputation in another community based on the mapping each community provides to the generic set of attributes A community may define its terms of playing the CCR game through policies. It can explicitly define its level of confidence in other communities. It can also restrict the transparency of the community from a CCR compiled using the data it provides. A community may prefer to provide information anonymously, i.e. in a way that will not enable a CCR viewer to track back and identify the source of information and even the identity of the user at subject. A user may also define her own terms for sharing her reputation data as obtained in one community with other communities. Like the community a user can restrict the transparency of the community, to ensure that her identity in that community remains obscured.
The Policy Agent is responsible for managing the CCR policy provided by the users and by the communities and evaluating the valid privacy rules for a specific CCR request.
Finally, the Dispatcher is responsible for composing all requests for reputation information from potential responding communities to a set of requests for CCR. This component performs the required optimization to minimize the number of requests/responses transmitted in this process (see section 6.2).
T&RP Module
The T&RP module provides trust and reputation computation services for communities that use the TRIC T&R services. The T&RP module is independent of the CCRP, however in order to participate in TRIC CCR service, a community (TRIC client) must have some T&R system that obtains the reputation of community members.
TRIC clients can use this module for computing users' reputation within the community. In the TRIC project we use the Knot model [7] as the reputation computation model. There are two alternatives for a community to use the T&RP module:
• Remote -a client pushes rating information to the T&RP which in turn calculates updated reputation values accordingly and submits the results back to the client. This can be done either on-demand or periodically. This alternative involves transfer of possibly large amounts of data.
• Local -TRIC distributes the T&RP module to the TRIC client. The computation is done by directly accessing the community's database. This alternative involves download of T&RP algorithm upgrades when a new version is available.
In what follows we outline the major building blocks of the T&R module considering the local alternative.
The four components of the T&R correspond to essential aspects of reputation systems. The Time Relevancy Manager determines the temporal relevancy of each rating by giving it a weight which is incorporated in reputation calculations that are based on that rating. The weight decays with time so that more recent ratings have higher weights. This reflects the fact that newer ratings are more relevant and thus have more influence on the reputation value. The Trust Manager is responsible for calculating trust relations among members. In reputation systems the trust a member has in another as a source of information is used to weigh the input provided by that source. In some systems this value is used to filter out untrusted users' input and to calculate transitive trust relations. In the grouporiented T&R systems and specifically in the Knot model this module also calculates a member's reputation within her group of trust. The Groups Manager utilizes the relations obtained by the Trust Manager to generate and maintain groups of trust (knots). The Reputation Engine calculates the final reputation score of a member based on the information available within the community. When using the Knot model, it calculates the trust of a member in another based on direct experience or on the experience accumulated in her group of trust (her reputation within a
Implementation Issues
During our work on the TRIC project we have faced several implementation issues. These include the authorization and authentication of the users using TRIC, as well as various solutions for the exchange of data between the communities and the CCRP.
Authorization and Authentication
A key objective of the TRIC architecture is to achieve a robust system for reputation sharing while preserving the privacy of the reputation subjects, i.e. the users. A member of a community is encouraged to actively participate while keeping full control over her personal information. The reputation of a member within a community is private data that she may decide to share anonymously with members of other communities. To enable this sharing of information across communities, TRIC should meet two essential requirements. First, a community should get the user's explicit consent to share her reputation with other communities. In terms of service level it is unreasonable to require the user's on-line consent following every request for her CCR. However, we do require the user's offline consent signed in advance. This is actually an authorization the user grants TRIC to provide the community with her CCR in other communities, under the restrictions of her policy. This consent can be limited in time and requires preestablished key sharing between the community and TRIC at community registration time.
Next, we have to make sure that the reputation shared will not cause a linkage between a user's identity in one community and that user's identity in another community. When a user registers to a community she provides a virtual identity that can be authenticated either by the community (e.g., user-name and password) or by an identity provider, e.g. MyOpenId (Site 5). When first registering to TRIC the user should use a virtual identity provided by one of the identity providers supported by TRIC. This identity is used in the next times this user initiates registration to CCR services from a different community. The identity provider supported by TRIC and the identity providers supported by a community may be completely separate entities. This gives the system much flexibility and ability to incorporate existing communities into TRIC.
We require that TRIC will not be aware of the user's identity in the client (community), and vice versa we require that the client will not be aware of the user's identity in TRIC. However, it is mandatory that TRIC and the client interact and refer to the same user. We address these issues at the user registration phase. Registration to TRIC, although redirected from the client, should be initiated by the user. The client submits the registration request on behalf of the user and TRIC generates a pseudonym for the user, and passes it to the client (community). From this point on, TRIC and the client use that pseudonym to identify the user. However, pseudonym generation is done only after the user has approved the community's request to register to TRIC and has authorized the data sharing. The sequence diagram in Figure 5 describes the user-registration process based on the OAuth protocol (Site 10) as implemented in the TRIC prototype.
The OAuth protocol (Site 10) is an example for a standard that meets our requirements. It allows the user to grant access to her private resources on one site (TRIC), to another site (the community). By granting access with OAuth the user does not have to share her identity at all. Apart from OAuth there are other protocols that can be used for exchanging user credentials for an access token (e.g., Google AuthSub, AOL OpenAuth, Yahoo BBAuth, Upcoming API, Flickr API, Amazon Web Services API).
Following the initial user registration to TRIC (redirected from the community), the user may access TRIC directly from the community site in the form of a portlet. The use of such a TRIC portlet allows the user to login directly to TRIC from the community site to edit her policies and view her social credentials. This access does not involve the community at all.
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Alternatives for Data Exchange
TRIC resides in a distributed environment, in which the data needed for CCR computation may be spread all over the web. For this reason, data exchange is one of the core issues in the implementation and realization of TRIC. The question of data dissemination has been studied for quite some time (e.g. [2] ). Nevertheless, the unique properties of reputation data in the context of CCR call for the design of data exchange alternatives that are designated for this problem. We will classify three aspects regarding the CCR data updates and discuss the alternatives for each aspect. The aspects are -initiator (push/pull), trigger (on-demand/periodic), and sensitivity (any change/threshold).
Initiator -this aspect reflects the identity of the initiator of data updates. The initiator can be either a community or TRIC (specifically the CCRP) depending on the chosen data distribution model:
• Push -a community updates the CCRP regarding changes in the local reputations of its users
• Pull -the CCRP requests local reputations from a community
The main tradeoff between these two models is in availability vs. network load. In the push model the communities are updating the CCRP regarding any changes. Assuming that the CCRP is always available, this means that there is always available data from each of the communities (although the available data may be out-of-date or inaccurate). Contrary to that, in the pull model the CCRP initiates the requests. When it does so the communities might not be available.
With respect to the network load, assuming that changes in local reputation are very frequent, using the push model may overload the network and impair the system's performance. When using the pull model, only required data is exchanged. However, when the changes in reputation data are less frequent than CCR queries the pull model results in a heavier network load than the push model. Thus, in environments that do not have frequent data changes the push model is a better option, especially when considering its better availability.
An additional consideration is the storage of the local reputations. When using the push model, all the local reputation data (of all the users in all the communities) must be stored in a centralized database that the CCRP can always access. However, the pull model does not imply such storage needs. Nevertheless, one may choose to centrally store pulled data for performance increase, e.g. by using cache memory.
The storage issue also effects user privacy and control. Any form of centralized storage (which is a must when using the push model) prevents any possibility for distributed and private CCR computation. Moreover, an untrustworthy CCRP using a centralized storage substantially compromises the privacy of the users. On the other hand, using the
Experimental Evaluation
The effectiveness of the CCR model was evaluated using two different experiments. In the first experiment we used a sample of real-world user's ratings in the form of hotel recommendations. This experiment focused on the merits of using CCR when having missing or deficient reputation information. Additionally, we conducted a dedicated experiment with real users that involved new expert communities in various academic fields. Through this experiment we are able to examine the effectiveness of the model on different types of attributes.
Before describing the experiments carried out in this work we provide the notations we use throughout this section: Local Reputation -the reputation of an entity (user, service) within a community computed using all ratings available (complete) or only a subset of these ratings (deficient). The complete local reputation represents the valid reputation of an entity when there is a sufficient amount of ratings within the community to compute it. The deficient local reputation represents the reputation of an entity within a new community or when that entity is relatively new to the community. CCR -the cross-community reputation of an entity as compiled for a requesting community based on the complete local reputation of that entity in the other (responding) communities.
Combined CCR -the cross-community reputation of an entity as compiled for a requesting community based on the complete local reputation of that entity in the other communities and on the deficient local reputation of that user in the requesting community.
The first experiment was conducted on four well known communities that deal with hotel recommendationsExpedia (Site 7), Hotels.com (Site 11), Booking.com (Site 8), and Venere (Site 12). In order to evaluate the effectiveness of using CCR, we revealed for each examined hotel only the 5 most recent ratings (deficient local reputation). Next, we calculated the CCR values for this hotel based on complete data from the other (responding) communities. Finally, we compared these CCR values to the deficient local reputation with respect to the complete local reputation in the requesting community. This experiment simulates how the deficient information regarding a new hotel entry (5 most recent ratings) can be boosted with the help of CCR.
For this experiment we concentrated on hotels from two major cities -London and New York City. We searched for hotels that had entries with at least 5 ratings in all four communities. Out of approximately 1000 checked hotels in London we were only able to find 19 hotels that met our constraints. This fact alone proves the necessity of CCR, since even in an extensively rated domain such as London hotels, about 98% of the hotels are missing or have deficient information in at least one of these four key communities. In New York, where the hotel supply is lower (around 600 hotels) leading to denser results, we found 27 hotels that met our constraints. Nevertheless, even in New York less than 5% of the hotels have a reasonable amount of ratings in all four communities.
In order to use a community as a responding one in our experiment we need the average rating per attribute for each hotel in this community. Some communities that do not supply such information, e.g. TripAdvisor (Site 6), were excluded from the experiment. Nevertheless, we found four key communities that met our needs -Expedia (Site 7), Hotels.com (Site 11), Booking.com (Site 8), and Venere (Site 12). In order to use a community as a requesting one in our experiment we need the explicit ratings per attribute for each user review. This information is needed in order to extract the 5 most recent ratings for each hotel. Out of the four communities, only Expedia and Hotels.com provide such information, consequently Booking.com and Venere took only the role of responding communities in our experiment.
Both Booking.com and Venere present the reputation scores as real numbers ranging from 0 to 10, so they use a RE value domain. The requesting communities (Expedia and Hotels.com) both use a DS50 value domain. Thus, no conversion uncertainty is implied, and the domain confidence is 1 throughout the experiment. We also assume full category matching and similar reputation mechanisms. These assumptions are reasonable, since all of the discussed communities are websites that deal with hotel recommendations.
The attributes in both requesting communities happen to be the same -Hotel service, Hotel condition, Room cleanliness, and Room comfort. For simplicity, we used these four attributes as the generic attributes in the experiment. Table 6 summarizes the mappings of all the attributes relevant in the experiment. Several attributes that do not map to any of the requesting communities' attributes (e.g. Hotel surroundings in Venere, Value for money in Booking.com) were excluded. The graphs clearly show the effectiveness of using CCR. The middle bar presents the MAE of the combined CCR scores. This is done by adding the requesting community to the list of responding communities. For almost all the attributes the combined CCR results slightly improve the pure CCR results. The improvement is logical since the local reputation (that is part of the combined CCR computation) is the most reliable reputation information. Nevertheless, the improvement is only marginal due to the low support of deficient local reputation in the experiment (only 5 ratings). An interesting observation is that the 5 most recent ratings in Expedia have slightly less error than those in Hotels.com (disregarding the different scaling). On the other hand, the CCR and combined CCR have lower error in Hotels.com. The reason for this is that the volume of ratings in Expedia is generally lower than in Hotels.com. Consequently, the 5 most recent ratings are much more influential in Expedia, leaving less room for an improvement by using CCR. The good results for the Hotel condition attribute suggest that CCR can be effective with even just a single responding community (as Booking.com and Venere have no attribute mapped to the generic attribute Condition).
When deciding on the attribute mapping, one should be careful from similar words that have different meanings. A good example is the Hotel service attribute. In Booking.com there is a Services attribute that linguistically seems to fit the generic attribute Service. However, we know that when a user rates "the service" she usually means how efficient and pleasant was the staff, rather than which services does the business supply. For this reason we chose the mapping in Table 6 from Booking.com to the generic attribute Service to be semantic (Services-0.2 and Staff-0.8). Figure 8 presents a comparison between the semantic mapping and a linguistic mapping that maps Services from Booking.com to the generic attribute Service. The graph demonstrates the importance of choosing an appropriate mapping. The linguistic mapping even results in a higher error than that of the deficient local reputation in both communities. Nevertheless, due to the non-straightforward mapping of the Hotel service attribute, the improvement of CCR is lower than for the other attributes as can be seen in Figures 6 and 7 . One may use learning techniques in order to find a more fitting mapping that will reduce the error. The second experiment was conducted in Ben-Gurion University as part of the TRIC project. The data collected in this experiment was represented as ratings in three virtual communities with experts. Our main purpose in this experiment is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the model on different types of attributes. The three communities are communities of students. The first community involves subjects in Statistics, the second concerns programming in Java, and the third is interested in Information Systems. The same 70 students participate as members of the communities while 10 of them play the role of experts in each of the three communities, and the other 60 interact with them. Each interaction involves a Skype session in which a user asks an expert a question from a pull of questions related to the community at subject. The interaction is anonymous and users rate the experts after each interaction according to four criteria -Clarity, Availability, Politeness, and Proficiency. Rating is a number in the range [1.
.10] in all three communities. We use the Knot model [7] to evaluate the reputation of each expert in each community. We use 30 randomly selected ratings to compute the expert's complete local reputation in the responding communities and 6 randomly selected ratings to compute her deficient local reputation in the requesting community. We have performed three different sets of experiments. In each set one community plays the role of the requesting community and the other two are the responding communities. We assume maximum confidence between all three communities. This assumption seems reasonable as the subjects of the three communities correspond to courses given by the same department. We distinguished between two types of attributes during the attribute mapping phase -universal and domain-dependent. Universal attributes are features or characteristics independent of the specific context of the community domain such as politeness and availability. Domain-dependent attributes are features or characteristics examined in light of a specific context such as clarity and proficiency. The fact that a member gained high reputation as a professional in one subject can imply to some extent on her proficiency in another subject, only if that other subject is closely related to the former. On the other hand, we expect a person that gained a high reputation as a polite person to be polite in any community she participates in, regardless of the domain at subject. Human behavior is out of the scope of this paper, thus we must state here that the above assumptions should reflect preferences and insights of community managers. A more educated mapping of community attributes may be achieved by equipping community managers with statistical information on past transactions.
We used the following generic attributes for attribute mapping -Clarity, Availability, Politeness, Proficiency-Statistics, Proficiency-Java, and Proficiency-IS. We used attribute matching level of 1 between the generic attributes and the Politeness, Availability and Clarity attributes in each of the communities. Although we consider clarity as a domaindependent attribute, in this case the experimental results did not show any significant difference between various mapping alternatives. This could be explained by the high category matching level between communities. The proficiency attributes were expressed as three different generic attributes and the selected mapping was based on our understanding that proficiency in Statistics can imply proficiency in IS but not necessarily in Java; proficiency in Java can be related to proficiency in IS but not necessarily to Statistics; proficiency in IS may imply proficiency in both Java and Statistics. The logic behind this selection was the coupling of the subjects as required courses in different departments. The mapping of this experiment is summarized in Table 7 .
Sharing Reputation Across Virtual Communities Proficiency-S Proficiency-IS (0.5) Att5 (Proficiency-J) Proficiency-J Proficiency-IS (0.5) Att6 (Proficiency-IS) Proficiency-S (0.5) Proficiency-J (0.5) Proficiency-IS Figure 9 : Mean Absolute Error in the Experts Experiment Figure 9 presents the differences in the mean absolute error of expert reputation prediction with respect to the complete local reputation in the requesting community (based on all 30 ratings). For each attribute, the left bar represents the MAE of the calculated CCR scores, the right bar shows the MAE of deficient local reputation based on 6 ratings, and the middle bar presents the MAE of the combined CCR scores. The results show that universal attributes are clearly easier to predict. Moreover, in all four attributes the CCR has succeeded in reducing the error (by 27% on average), while the combined CCR has even further reduced the error (by more than 40% on average).
Next, we have studied the effectiveness of our model on the domain-dependent attributes, which are harder to predict. In each community, we selected the expert for which the ratings were shown to be most variable. These experts are 6, 9 and 7 for communities 1, 2 and 3 respectively. We examined the complete local reputation of these experts in the domain-dependent attributes and compared them to the CCR compiled using these experts' reputation in the other two communities. The results in Figure 10 show that the prediction error (of the reputation score) is in all cases less than 10% and in 4 out of 6 cases less than 4%. This demonstrates the ability of the CCR model to provide a new community with relevant results when there is nothing else at hand. 
Conclusions
The Cross-Community Reputation model enables sharing of reputation knowledge across virtual communities. The challenge of sharing reputation lies in bridging the differences between the various reputation mechanisms that communities apply. The CCR model facilitates a formal method to convert and assemble reputation data from several communities. The method consists of three main stages -preconditions, conversion of reputation values, and attribute mapping.
The introduced ability of transferring reputation data gives motivation to include reputation as part of a user's identity. With CCR, users can obtain reputation capital [15] in the form of offline reputation certificates that may be viewed as social credentials. The CCR model incorporates privacy policies that users can apply as owners of their reputation data. Using privacy policies users may maintain anonymity or deny undesirable communities from taking part in their CCR computation by black-listing them. These features turn the CCR model into a more user-centric scheme. However, they introduce the risk of users manipulating their CCR values. A CCR certificate signed by a trusted TRIC infrastructure can mitigate such a risk.
A precondition for computing CCR is to identify a user that registers to several communities as the same user. This must be done without compromising the user's anonymity in each community and with the requirement of unlinkability between the communities.
The TRIC infrastructure serves as a trusted third party in the current centralized CCR model. We focused on two major design aspects of TRIC -user's control over her data and privacy, and architectural guidelines that can be easily adapted to many environments and standards. We showed how TRIC addresses the first aspect so that a user's reputation in a community is shared and exposed only to the extent permitted by the user itself. The second aspect is brought through the major building blocks that we chose to present as part of the TRIC architecture. These building blocks capture the essence of TRIC on the one hand and demonstrate our open approach for developing such an infrastructure on the other hand.
Two different datasets, both using real collected data, served the experimental evaluation of the CCR model. The first dataset was gathered from hotel recommendations websites. The second dataset was collected by an experiment conducted with students representing virtual communities with experts. The experiments with both datasets demonstrated the power of CCR for communities having missing or deficient reputation information. The importance of good attribute mapping was emphasized in the first experiment while the second experiment showed the effectiveness of our model on different types of attributes. In future use of the CCR model one may apply learning techniques to estimate the attribute matching parameters.
